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Wide application. **Personalization** is important for YOUR behavior-based programs.

Take away from this presentation:

Well-designed utility energy efficiency programs can attract business owners to participate by overcoming time, awareness, money, & knowledge barriers; **BUT ONLY IF PROGRAM TARGETTED AND PERSONALIZED TO THE BUSINESS PERSON.**
Communication **not** received as **FOR ME, THE CUSTOMER** may be IGNORED AS IRRELEVANT by business person.

... resulting in zero chance the business owner will sign up for utility energy efficiency program.
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Barriers to participation

Up-front costs and return on investment

Time

Awareness of program

Knowledge of energy efficiency
Successful programs address barriers to participation

Programs designed featuring:

• On-bill financing
• High financial incentives
• “one-stop shopping” combined gas & electric programs, single point of contact
• Face to face promotion, contractor training, direct sales
• Workshops
You’ve GOT to be kidding . . .

You’re offering incentives on high-efficiency lighting for “Barbershops”??
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**Personalization** is important for YOUR behavior-based energy efficiency programs

Well-designed utility energy efficiency programs can attract business owners to participate by overcoming time, awareness, money, & knowledge barriers;

**BUT ONLY IF PROGRAM TARGETTED AND PERSONALIZED TO THE BUSINESS PERSON.**
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